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4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

 

4.1.  Categorizing the results 

 

The results of the output can be categorized as True Positives (TPs), True Negatives 

(TNs), False Positives (FPs) and False Negatives (FNs). But TNs means there is no 

attack and there is no output generated. Therefore TNs are omitted in this study. As 

mentioned above, in this study we selected a total of 27 numbers of scripts. The total 

weight of the selected number of scripts is (126).  

 

Figure 10.   FRIDSE interface for generating reports 
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4.1.1. True Positives (TPs) 

 

TP category shows the capability of the particular IDS to detect real attacks in the 

network. The figures 11 and 12 bellow shows the output of Snort and Shoki 

respectively for TPs.  

 

 

Figure 11.   True Positives from Snort 
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Figure 12.   True Positives from Shoki 

According to the test Snort was able to detect 4 out of 27 number of attacks where as 

Shoki was able to detect 5 out of 27 number of attacks. But attacks detected by both 

IDSes are not exactly the same. Since we are mainly focusing on the detection 

capability of the IDSes, this category is the most important part. Therefore this 

category is used to rank the other IDSes as a comparison. According to the above 

results the total weight of the detected attacks by Snort is 20 and as a percentage 

15.8% (20/126). That of the Shoki is  25 and as a percentage 19.8%. 
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4.1.2. False Positives (FPs) 

FPs mean the number of alerts generated by the particular IDS though there are no 

such kind of attacks really occurred. The category is not that important for our study. 

But when it comes to the monitoring of alerts generated by each IDS, then it is not 

easy to concentrate on real attacks if the number of FPs are very high compared to the 

number of TPs. Sometimes the administrator may be busy with the FPs completely 

ignoring the TPs. Therefore the framework should be able to identify these alerts 

accurately. The false_positives table in the database schema is used for storing the FPs 

of each IDS separately. The vendor script named FP_Script is used to collect the false 

positives for each IDS, then stores them in the false_positives table and finally 

generate the necessary output. The figures 13 and 14 show the number of FPs 

generated for each IDS respectively.  

 

 

Figure 13.   False Positives from Snort 
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Figure 14.   False Positives from Shoki 

According to the above results, Snort has generated 33 number of FPs whereas Shoki 

has generated 84 number of FPs. Therefore the number of false positives generated by 

Shoki is very much higher than that of Snort. 

 

4.1.3. False Negatives (FNs) 

FNs mean the number of attacks which are not detected by the particular IDS.. 

Therefore the following formula can be used to calculate the number of FNs 

generated by each IDS. 

FNs =  (Total number of Attacks) - TPs 
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According to this formula, Snort was unable to generate alerts for 23 number of 

attacks where as Shoki was unable to generate alerts for 22 number of alerts. The 

vendor script FN_Script is used to get the number of FNs and there details as shown 

in the Figures 15 and 16. 

 

Figure 15.   False Negatives from Snort 
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Figure 16.   False Negatives from Shoki 

According to these scripts also Snort has 23 numbers of FNs whereas Shoki has 22 

numbers of FNs.  

 


